----- Agenda Topics ----- 

1. Form Committees
   a. Functions of CSHAC
   b. Survey

   These two committees have been established and will focus on formalizing the members’ functions and learning about the students’ knowledge and opinion on the plan changes.

   Brandi Whitaker

2. HWS Updates
   a. Flu

   The flu cases are manageable at this time, but a surge is expected once the weather becomes colder. H1N1 vaccines are expected to be available during the early part of November. Nasal spray is currently available for high-risk populations.

   b. Services for spouses

   HWS is working on the logistics on the proposal to provide services for enrolled students’ spouses beginning in 2010.

   Donna Hash & Dr. Garcia

3. C&TS Updates

   Several new faculty members have been hired to provide services. CTS and WHS are also interviewing for a psychiatrist position.

   Dr. Nichols & Dr. Hosford

4. Student Representatives
   a. ASWSU

   No current updates, but the representatives would
like to learn about the implications of the national health care reform for our insurance plans.

b. GPSA

No current updates.

c. International Students

Are encouraged to contact Triva in the Billing Office with any health insurance-related questions.

d. GSORC

No current updates, but would like the committee to address trans-exclusion in the current health plan.

5. Working with the brokers

There have been a number of changes made to the plan: the maximum coverage from $200,000 to a lifetime for student, expatriation changed for up to $250,000, ambulance fee is $10,000, a second dental cleaning was added to the graduate plan, a wellness fee of $150 was added (can have a check-up without a deductible). It will take a while to understand what these changes would mean to the plan.

The brokers can send their electronic reviews of how our student plans fare compared to other Northwest schools.
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